Disease ecology in the Galápagos Hawk (Buteo galapagoensis): host genetic diversity, parasite load and natural antibodies
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An increased susceptibility to disease is one hypothesis explaining how inbreeding hastens extinction in island endemics and threatened species. Experimental studies show that disease resistance declines as inbreeding increases, but data from in situ wildlife systems are scarce. Genetic diversity increases with island size across the entire range of an extremely inbred Galápagos endemic bird, providing the context for a natural experiment examining the effects of inbreeding on disease susceptibility. Extremely inbred populations of Galápagos hawks had higher parasite abundances than relatively outbred populations. We found a significant island effect on constitutively produced natural antibody (NAb) levels and inbred populations generally harbour lower average and less variable NAb levels than relatively outbred populations. Furthermore, NAb levels explained abundance of amblyceran lice, which encounter the host immune system. This is the first study linking inbreeding, innate immunity and parasite load in an endemic, in situ wildlife population and provides a clear framework for assessment of disease risk in a Galápagos endemic.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Extinctions of island endemics account for 75% of animal extinctions and 90% of bird extinctions (Myers 1979; Reid & Miller 1989). Several synergistic key factors may be responsible for this high extinction rate, including introduction of exotic animal and human predators (Blackburn et al. 2004), habitat destruction (Rolett & Diamond 2004), demographic stochasticity (Drake 2005), and inbreeding in island endemics and threatened species (Frankham 1998; Spielman et al. 2004a).

The interaction of disease agents with genetically depauperate (Pearman & Garner 2005) and isolated populations is one hypothesis explaining how inbreeding facilitates extinction in small populations (de Castro & Bolker 2005). Parasites evolve more quickly than hosts, so host antiparasite adaptations are perpetually obsolete (Hamilton et al. 1990; Lively & Apanius 1995). Consequently, genetically uniform host individuals (Acevedo-Whitehouse et al. 2003) and populations (Spielman et al. 2004b) are more susceptible to parasitism than genetically diverse hosts. Studies of model laboratory systems (Arkush et al. 2002), captive wildlife (Cassinello et al. 2001), and free-ranging domesticated animal populations (Coltman et al. 1999) support this claim, although other studies do not (Trouvé et al. 2003). Scant evidence of this phenomenon exists from in situ native wildlife populations (Meagher 1999), and no study has examined the effects of inbreeding on parasite load and innate, humoral immunity across bird populations in the wild (Keller & Waller 2002). The intact endemic avifauna of the Galápagos Islands provides a unique opportunity to examine disease ecology and will provide insight into the impact of invasive disease agents that may enter the ecosystem (Lindström et al. 2004; Thiel et al. 2005).

The Galápagos hawk (Buteo galapagoensis), an endemic raptor threatened with extinction (2004 IUCN Red List), breeds on eight islands within the Galápagos National Park, and has been extirpated from several others (figure 1). Island size and genetic diversity are positively related and between-island population structure is high, rendering it an appealing model system in which to examine the effects of inbreeding on disease severity (Bollmer et al. in press a). The basic biology of its two chewing louse species (Insecta: Phthiraptera), an amblyceran (Colpocephalum turbinatum) and an ischnoceran (Degeeriella regalis), has been described (Whiteman & Parker 2004a,b). Thus, we examined the response of each parasite lineage to variance in host inbreeding, using population-level heterozygosity values from the eight island populations of B. galapagoensis and one population of the sister species (Buteo swainsoni; Riesing et al. 2003).

We also examined the relationship between immunological host defences, island-level inbreeding effects, and parasite abundance. To assess immunological host defences, we quantified non-specific natural antibody (NAb) titres within seven populations of B. galapagoensis. Quantification of NAb levels has several conceptual and methodological advantages over other methods used to assess immune response of wild vertebrates (Matson et al. 2005). NAbS are a product of the innate, humoral immune system and their production is constitutive (stable over
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time and generally not induced by external antigenic stimulation. Encoded by the germ-line genome, NAbs are present in antigenically naive vertebrates (Ochsenbein & Zinkernagel 2000), form a large percentage of the serum immunoglobulin (Kohler et al. 2003), are capable of recognizing any antigen, and prime the adaptive immune response (Adelman et al. 2004). In chickens, NAbs reacting to ectoparasite-derived antigens have been identified (Wikel et al. 1989) and in lines artificially selected for either high or low levels of specific antibodies, specific and NAb levels covary (Parmentier et al. 2004). NAb response is hypothesized to predict the strength of the adaptive immune response (Kohler et al. 2003). Thus, NAbs form a functional link between the innate and acquired parts of the humoral immune system (Lammers et al. 2004).

Inbreeding may negatively impact phytohaemagglutinin (PHA) induced swelling within wild bird populations (Reid et al. 2003), and reductions in population size reduce overall within-population genetic variation, including variation at loci of immunological import in vertebrates (Miller & Lambert 2004). Since variation in NAb levels responds to artificial selection in chickens (Parmentier et al. 2004), it is reasonable to predict that variation in NAb levels will covary with variation in wild bird population genetic diversity. However, the impact of natural microevolutionary processes on circulating levels of NAbs is unknown in wild vertebrates.

Amblyceran lice (e.g. C. turbinatum) directly encounter host immune defences because they feed on blood and living skin (Marshall 1981). Conversely, bird ischnocerans (e.g. D. regalis) generally feed on the keratin of feathers and dead skin (Marshall 1981) and mainly encounter the mechanical host defences (e.g. preening). Feeding by ectoparasites on skin and blood elicits immune responses (Wikel 1982) that vary from cell-mediated (Prelezov et al. 2002) to humoral (i.e. antibodies; Pfeffer et al. 1997) and from innate (Wikel et al. 1989) to acquired (Ben-yakir et al. 1994). Host antibodies reduce louse fecundity and survivorship, and regulate population growth rate (Ben-yakir et al. 1994). Across bird species, variation in PHA-induced swelling was directly related to amblyceran but not ischnoceran species richness (Møller & Rozsa 2005). However, whether NAbs regulate ectoparasite populations, and louse populations in particular, is unknown.

We measured host inbreeding, parasite abundance and NAb response, and made three predictions: (i) at the island-level, higher inbreeding results in lower average humoral immune response relative to outbred populations; (ii) also at the island-level, higher inbreeding results in reduced variation in humoral immune response relative to outbred populations and (iii) birds with high humoral immune responses harbour fewer parasites (amblyceran lice) relative to birds with lower immune responses.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Host sampling

We live-captured a total of 211 Buteo hawk individuals on eight of the Galápagos Islands (n = 202 B. galapagoensis; figure 1) and near Las Varillas, Córdoba, Argentina (n = 9 B. swainsoni; Whitteman & Parker 2004a), from May–August 2001 (Islas Española, n = 8; Isabela, n = 25; Marchena, n = 26; Santa Fe, n = 13), May–July 2002 (Isla Santiago, n = 58), January 2003 (Argentina, n = 9), and May–July 2003 (Islas Fernandina, n = 28; Pinta, n = 31; Pinzón, n = 10). Birds were sampled following Bollmer et al. (in press a) from multiple locations throughout each island. The University of Missouri-St Louis Animal Care Committee and the appropriate governmental authorities approved all procedures and permits.

(b) Parasite sampling

We quantitatively sampled parasites from birds via dust ruffling with pyrethroid insecticide (non-toxic to birds; Zema Z3 Flea and Tick Powder for Dogs, St John Laboratories, Harbor City, California; Whitteman & Parker 2004a,b). Dust-ruffling provides excellent measures of relative louse intensity (Clayton & Drown 2001).

(c) Blood collection

From each bird, we collected two 50 μl blood samples via venipuncture of the brachial vein for genetic analyses. Samples were immediately stored in 500 μl of lysis buffer (Longmire et al. 1988). For immune assay, whole blood samples were collected from a subsample of birds (n = 46) in heparinized tubes, centrifuged in the field and plasma was stored in liquid nitrogen. Due to logistical constraints, no plasma was collected from the Pinzón population of B. galapagoensis or from B. swainsoni.

(d) Innate humoral immunity

We used the general haemolysis–haemagglutination assay protocol (Matson et al. 2005) with two minor modifications (we used plates from Corning Costar #3798, instead of #3795 and Dulbecco’s PBS, #D8662, Sigma, St Louis, MO). Sample sizes from Galápagos hawk island populations were as follows: Española, n = 3; Fernandina, n = 15; Isabela, n = 3; Marchena, n = 5; Pinta, n = 7; Santa Fe, n = 5; Santiago, n = 8. In each plate, we ran the assay on six hawk samples and two positive controls (pooled chicken plasma, #ES1032P, Biomeda, Foster City, CA). Using digitized images of the assay plates, all samples were blindly scored twice to individual, plate number and position. To demonstrate positive standard reliability, assay variation never exceeded 6.8 and 5.6% coefficient of variation (in all cases, CV was calculated using the sample size correction; Sokal & Rohlf 1995) for agglutination titres among and within plates, respectively. Mean NAb agglutination titres and CV were then calculated for each island population from which plasma was collected. CV is a useful measure in studies such as these, since island population means varied widely and CV is dimensionless and relatively stable compared to standard deviation (Snedecor & Cochran 1989).

(e) DNA fingerprinting

To determine island-level population genetic diversity, we performed phenol–chloroform DNA extraction on a subset of hawks from each population comprising a total of 118 individuals (Galápagos hawks: Española, n = 7; Fernandina, n = 20; Isabela, n = 10; Marchena, n = 20; Pinta, n = 10; Pinzón, n = 10; Santa Fe, n = 10; Santiago, n = 23; Swainson’s hawks: n = 8), followed by multi-locus minisatellite (VNTR) fingerprinting using the restriction endonuclease Hae III and Jeffreys’ probe 33.15 (Jeffreys et al. 1985) and following procedures described elsewhere for birds generally (Parker et al. 1995) and Galápagos hawks (Bollmer et al. in press a). Estimates of island-level population genetic diversity were obtained by calculating multilocus VNTR heterozygosity values (referred to as Hf; Stephens et al. 1992) for each island population and for the population of Swainson’s hawks using GELSTATS v. 2.6 (Rogstad & Pelikan 1996). These markers yield an excellent measure of relative genetic diversity in small, isolated vertebrate populations (Gilbert et al. 1990; Stephens et al. 1992; Parker et al. 1998; Bollmer et al. in press a) but do not measure individual heterozygosity values.

A large study on Galápagos hawk population genetics (Bollmer et al. in press a) used the same multilocus minisatellite markers to estimate population genetic diversity (and included all of the individuals genotyped here). Bollmer et al. (in press a) strongly support the pattern of genetic diversity that we found among these hawk populations. Nearly 90% of the variation in hawk population genetic diversity was explained by island area, and the latter correlates with hawk population size (Bollmer et al. in press a). The four smallest islands with hawk populations had the highest reported levels of minisatellite uniformity of any wild, relatively unperturbed bird species.

As in Bollmer et al. (in press a), we randomly selected individuals sampled within each population to assess the relative amount of genetic diversity within each population. We prioritized samples from adults in territorial breeding groups (groups are comprised of unrelated adults; Faaborg et al. 1995). On Isla Pinzón, we sampled only from non-territorial birds from multiple geographic locales because we were unable to capture adults there. However, these birds were likely offspring of multiple breeding groups given that many were of the same age cohort (based on plumage characteristics), and that hawks usually produce only one offspring per breeding attempt. Moreover, marked, non-territorial birds disperse from the natal territory following fledging and roam over their entire natal islands (de Vries 1975; Faaborg 1986; Bollmer et al. in press a). To ensure that our sampling of birds was not biased by the possible presence of within-island population genetic structure, we sampled and multilocus genotyped birds from multiple geographic locales. For example, on Islas España and Santiago (which harbour hawk populations with among the lowest and highest genetic diversity, respectively), we sampled territorial birds from the extreme eastern and western portions of the islands (figure 1). On the smaller islands, we sampled birds from a greater proportion of island area than on the larger islands (figure 1). Due to the low genetic diversity within the four smallest hawk populations (Española, Santa Fe, Pinzón, and Marchena), sampling from relatively fewer individuals on the smallest islands was sufficient to characterize their population genetic diversity (Bollmer et al. in press a). Bollmer et al. (in press a) found only four multilocus genotypes within Isla Santa Fe in the 15 birds sampled from both multiple years and geographic locations throughout the island (the entire population of hawks on Santa Fe is likely to be ~ 30 birds), Bollmer et al. (in press a) further found that populations from Islas Santa Fe, Española, Pinzón, and Marchena were all
relatively inbred compared to more variable (but still inbred) populations from Islas Pinta, Fernandina, Isabela and Santiago. Our samples from Swainson’s hawks (n = 8) and from Isla Isabela (n = 10) were small relative to the larger Galápagos hawk population sample sizes, yet both were relatively outbred based on H estimated from the minisatellites. Given this, our estimation of relative genetic diversity within each hawk population sampled is representative of the standing genetic diversity within each population and is not an artifact of sampling bias or within-population genetic structure.

(f) Statistical analyses
For all statistical analyses except the overall comparison of prevalence between louse species which utilized QUANTITATIVE PARASITOLOGY v. 2.0 (Reiczigel & Rózsa 2001), louse abundance data were ln +1 transformed and Stephen’s heterozygosity values were arcsine square root transformed to meet assumptions of normality.

We performed a Pearson’s correlation analysis in SPSS v. 11.0 (2004) to assess the strength of the relationship between host population genetic diversity (H) and average host population parasite abundance from nine hawk populations (eight B. galapagoensis and one B. swainsoni). The correlation analyses were one-tailed given our a priori predictions about the direction of the relationship between the variables. We then examined the relationship between average louse abundance and H for the eight Galápagos hawk populations to determine if the relationship was being driven by the relatively outbred Swainson’s hawks.

Next, we examined the relationship between innate humoral immunity (NAb agglutination titres) and H on the entire subset of individuals (n = 46) for which plasma was collected. The relationship between average island NAb agglutination titres and H was not linear. Thus, we used the GLM procedure in SPSS to determine if there was a significant effect of island-level H (a fixed factor) on NAb agglutination titres (the dependent variable) instead (Española, n = 3; Fernandina, n = 15; Isabela, n = 3; Marchena, n = 5; Pinta, n = 7; Santa Fe, n = 5; Santiago, n = 8).

Finally, we performed a GLM analysis in SPSS using a subset of data that included all 43 birds sampled for both plasma and parasites to determine if antibodies and louse abundances were correlated. In order to control for the effect of island inbreeding we used the GLM procedure as in the preceding analysis (NAb agglutination titres of the 43 hawks dependent on island as a fixed factor) except that louse abundance for each of the 43 individuals was included as a covariate in the model (Española n = 3; Fernandina n = 14; Isabela n = 3; Marchena n = 5; Pinta n = 7; Santa Fe n = 4; Santiago n = 7). One analysis was performed for each louse species. A scatterplot of the louse abundance data and NAb agglutination titres was created to show the relationships between the two variables before the analyses and individuals were labelled as either inhabiting a relatively inbred (Española, Marchena or Santa Fe) or outbred (Fernandina, Isabela, Pinta or Santiago) island (see figure 3).

3. RESULTS

(a) Parasite collections
We collected a total of 14,843 individuals of the louse C. turbinatum and 2858 individuals of the louse D. regalis from 199 Galápagos hawks sampled for lice. These lice typically occur on no other birds in the Galápagos, but have been reported from mainland B. swainsoni (Whiteman & Parker 2004a). Overall prevalence (across islands) of C. turbinatum (97.5%) was higher than that of D. regalis (85.4%; Fisher’s exact test, p < 0.001); both louse species occurred in all eight host populations.

We collected a total of 17 individuals of C. turbinatum, 22 individuals of Laemobothrion maximum and 11 individuals of a Kurodaia sp. from the nine Swainson’s hawks. These three species abundances were pooled and constitute the amblyceran lice from Swainson’s hawks; C. turbinatum was the only amblyceran collected from Galápagos hawks. No Degeeriella were collected from the nine Swainson’s hawks.

(b) Assessment of population genetic diversity
Untransformed values of H for each host population are shown in figure 1. Individuals from the smallest island-populations of the Galápagos hawk had the highest reported levels of minisatellite uniformity of any wild, unperturbed bird species and these results are consistent with those of Bollmer et al. (in press a). As in Bollmer et al. (in press a), we found >50% of all bands were fixed within these populations (Santa Fe, 13/16 bands fixed; Española, 10/16 bands fixed; Pinzón, 11/20 bands fixed; Marchena, 11/18 bands fixed). The four most inbred populations contained multiple individuals or sets of individuals that were genetically identical at all loci, whereas no identical individuals were found within the four larger island populations or within Swainson’s hawks (Bollmer et al. in press a).

(c) Effects of genetic diversity and other host factors on parasite load
Among Buteo populations (n = 208 total individuals sampled for lice by population: Española, n = 8; Fernandina, n = 28; Isabela, n = 25; Marchena, n = 26; Pinta, n = 31; Pinzón, n = 10; Santa Fe, n = 13; Santiago, n = 58; Swainson’s hawks n = 9), average amblyceran louse abundance within populations and H were significantly and negatively related across populations (figure 2a; C. turbinatum; Pearson’s r = −0.949, n = 9, p < 0.0001). The Marchena hawk population, the third most inbred population, exhibited the lowest (figure 2a; C. turbinatum; r = −0.854, n = 9, p < 0.01). When limited to the eight Galápagos hawk island populations only, similar negative relationships were found for C. turbinatum (r = −0.875, n = 8, p < 0.01) and D. regalis (r = −0.69, n = 8, p < 0.05).

(d) Innate antibody levels, genetic diversity and parasite load
We found a significant (and nonlinear) effect of island on average NAb agglutination titres (figure 2b; one-way ANOVA; n = 46, F0.05 = 3.41, p < 0.01). The Marchena population, the third most inbred population, exhibited the highest average titre and Española and Santa Fe, the most inbred populations, exhibited the lowest (figure 2b). The more outbred island populations had intermediate NAb titres. The variance in NAb titres was lower within the inbred populations than the more outbred populations (figure 2b). The CV of the inbred populations (Santa Fe, Española, Marchena) was 12% within and 25.5% among islands, whereas the CV of the more outbred islands (Fernandina, Isabela, Pinta, Santiago) was 17.8% within and 4.7% among islands. Furthermore, C. turbinatum
broad host range (Colpocephalum turbinatum). In contrast, low parasite burden, further linking inbreeding, immune response and parasite burden.

abundance was negatively related to NAb agglutination titres (marginally significant) when individual birds were considered (controlling for the effects of island in a GLM; corrected model $F_{7,35}=4.05, p<0.01$), island effect $F=2.50, p<0.05$, C. turbinatum abundance parameter estimate $\hat{\beta} = -0.342, F=4.10, p=0.05$; figure 3). The scatterplot yielded a triangular pattern whereby birds with low NAb titres consistently harboured high C. turbinatum abundances, but birds with high NAb titres harboured both low and high louse abundances. As predicted, no significant relationship was found between the

4. DISCUSSION

We have shown that variation in host population genetic variability and lower and less variable within-population NAb levels, most of the peripheral, inbred and highly differentiated island populations of the Galápagos Hawk are vulnerable to disease agents. This result may not be surprising, but few studies have evaluated this relationship in wildlife populations. These populations contained more among-island variability in NAb levels than the larger island-populations, possibly due to the strong effects of genetic drift (Spielman et al. 2004b; Pearman & Garner 2005) or local coevolutionary dynamics (Thompson 1999). Protection of the highly differentiated peripheral hawk populations should be prioritized as the variation they contain is essential for the long-term viability of this species (Lesica & Allendorf 1995). Conversely, the large amount of within-population genetic and immunological variation within the largest hawk island populations is also important from a conservation perspective. Since tradeoffs exist between the humoral and cellular immune response

Figure 3. Negative linear relationship between Colpocephalum turbinatum abundance and natural antibody (NAb) titres. The regression line through the raw data (uncorrected for island) is shown ($\hat{\beta} = -0.355, p<0.01$). The relationship was marginally significant after controlling for the effects of island and other host factors ($\hat{\beta} = -0.342, p=0.05$). Open circles, individuals from more inbred island populations (Espanola, Marchena, Santa Fe); solid circles, individuals from more outbred island populations (Fernandina, Isabela, Pinta, Santiago).

Figure 2. Scatterplot of two disease susceptibility variables versus estimated host population genetic diversity (heterozygosity) values. (a) Louse abundance versus host population genetic diversity. Closed circles, average amblyceran abundance ±95% confidence intervals (Colpocephalum turbinatum, Laemobothrion maximum, and Curacaoa sp.; $r = -0.949, n = 9, p < 0.0001$); open circles, average ischnoceran abundance ±95% confidence intervals (Degeeriella regalis; $r = -0.854, n = 9, p < 0.001$). Dyads with heterozygosity values greater than 0.9 represent a mainland B. swainsoni population and the remaining values represent eight island populations of B. galapagoensis. Island populations reading left to right are as follows: Santa Fe, Espanola, Pinzon, Marchena, Pinta, Isabela, Fernandina, Santiago; (b) average agglutination titres (NAb) ± SDM from 46 B. galapagoensis individuals versus estimated host population genetic diversity (the relationship between NAb agglutination titres and genetic diversity was not linear, although significant differences existed in average NAb agglutination titres among island-populations, one-way ANOVA: $F_{6,30}, p < 0.01$). Island populations reading left to right are as follows: Santa Fe, Espanola, Marchena, Pinta, Isabela, Fernandina, Santiago.

abundance and natural antibody (NAb) titres among island-populations, one-way ANOVA: $F_{6,30}, p < 0.01$; island effect $F = 2.50, p < 0.05$. The relationship was marginally significant after controlling for the effects of island and other host factors ($\hat{\beta} = -0.342, p = 0.05$). Open circles, individuals from more inbred island populations (Espanola, Marchena, Santa Fe); solid circles, individuals from more outbred island populations (Fernandina, Isabela, Pinta, Santiago).
(Lindström et al. 2004), these populations may be better able to respond to multiple invasions of pathogens than the smaller, more isolated populations. Notably, breeding populations within three large islands (Islas Floreana, San Cristóbal and Santa Cruz) are now likely extinct (Bollmer et al. in press a,b) and each of these is geographically proximal to one or several of the most inbred island populations. Thus, if metapopulation dynamics were operating in this system (Thompson 1999; Templeton et al. 2001), the potential for the introduction of novel alleles (e.g. resistance alleles) by recurrent gene flow among populations has now been reduced given that only 8 out of 11 island populations remain intact. Thus, managers of the Galápagos National Park may consider restricting travel to the smallest island populations of the hawk, given that invasive avian disease vectors have established within several human-inhabited islands that serve as a base of operations for the tourism industry (Wikelski et al. 2004; Whiteman et al. 2005).

As a potential mechanism underlying the relationship between host genetic diversity and average parasite load, we showed that NAB agglutination titres were negatively related to abundance of native parasites that feed on skin and blood (C. turbinatum), although the correlational nature of this analysis and its marginal significance, after correcting for the effects of island, indicate that this result be accepted with caution and requires confirmation. However, strength of the PHA-induced immune response in birds was directly related to amblencyan species richness, indicating that amblencyans and their avian hosts are engaged in coevolutionary arms races (Møller & Rózsa 2005). Thus, our finding of a potential relationship between host immune response and amblencyan but not ischnoceran abundance at the individual host level is in accord with this macroevolutionary trend.

The influence of another unmeasured factor correlating with population genetic diversity may also explain the results, although we know of no such factor. Nearly 90% of the variation in hawk genetic diversity is explained by island size, and these hawk populations are genetically isolated from one another (Bollmer et al. in press a,b). Given that larger island populations typically had lower parasite loads, a simple relationship between host population size and parasite load is unlikely here (Lindström et al. 2004). Specific mechanisms underlying the relationship between H and disease susceptibility may include the exposure of deleterious recessive alleles (Keller & Waller 2002), the fixation of slightly deleterious alleles through genetic drift (Johnson & Seger 2001), other microevolutionary processes associated with founder events and maintenance of small population sizes over time, or a combination of these. Generalized inbreeding depression may also lead to physical and behavioural changes that affect preening efficiency and this may be particularly germane for D. regalis, which mainly encounters mechanical host defences (Clayton et al. 1999; Whiteman & Parker 2004b).

Extinction and disease ecology are ‘by their nature cryptic and difficult to study in natural communities’ (de Castro & Bolker 2005). Clearly, however, this information is of basic biological interest and offers insight into how populations will respond to invasions of alien pathogens, which is underway in most previously isolated ecosystems. Future studies examining host immunogenetics, parasite population genetics and transmission dynamics are necessary for fully assessing the threat of pathogens to this island endemic.
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